
Marketing your Tourism Business:

Working with Influencers



Hello!

My name is Dalene Heck.

I am a blogger 
AND I hire bloggers!

You can find me at 
@HeckticTravels or 
@HeckticMedia



Traditional 
Journalists

Digital
Influencers

Media



Working with 
journalists in 2018

There are fewer opportunities
Why is your story unique?
Personal relationships > Press 
releases
Managing expectations
Lead times vary widely



What is an 
influencer?
“An individual with an 
above-average impact 
on a specific niche.”



92% of consumers
trust recommendations from 
their immediate network.

88% better brand 
recognition

6.5 to 11 times
more effective than traditional 
digital campaigns.

Why work with 
influencers?



Why work with 
influencers?

Personal connections
Modern day “word of mouth”
Long(er) term promotion
Cost effective
Trackable results



And...how?

In context of your overall 
marketing strategy
To do it right, it will take 
time
It’s OK to say NO



Where to find them

They’ll find YOU
Very specific search
Talk to your community
Industry groups or 
conferences: ATTA, GoMedia, 
Travel Massive, TravelCon
Outsource recruitment 



The all-important 
vetting process

In this order, please:
Qualitative
Quantitative
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The all-important 
vetting process

The Qualitative

Visual appeal

Voice/style

Niche

Social media

Engagement



The all-important 
vetting process

The Quantitative

Don’t be swayed by “Vanity 
Metrics”
Ask for statistics 
Look deeper

100K monthly pageviews
50K+ social media followers

Blog trip participant #1

25K monthly pageviews
20K+ social media followers

Blog trip participant #2



The all-important 
vetting process

The Quantitative

Don’t be swayed by “Vanity 
Metrics”
Ask for statistics 
Look deeper

100K monthly pageviews
50K+ social media followers

Blog trip participant #1

25K monthly pageviews
20K+ social media followers

Blog trip participant #2

#2 had DOUBLE the social 

engagement and pageviews 

(to their blog, and partner 

website)



The all-important 
vetting process

The Quantitative - What to ask for

Reader demographics by platform 
(age and gender, country)
Reach and impressions
Screenshots
Case studies and references



How to work 
together

Recognize that fair exchange varies widely
Clarify goals and deliverables

How many posts on blog/social media?
Reporting?
Timeframe?

Be creative!
Talk about negative review policies and 
disclosures



How to work 
together

During travel...

WiFi is air
Allot free time
Be socially active

After travel...

Keep being socially active
Discuss and review 
results
Other opportunities?



To pay or not to 
pay?

Expect to pay if...
You are directing coverage
Asking for special services
Asking for licensed content
The influencer requires it 
(some are pay-to-play only)



Case study
#VisitFaroeIslands (May, 
2015)

Real-time social media: tens of 
thousands engaged
Initial blog post views: 4,000
As of Oct, 2018: 40,000



Case study
#ExploreEdmonton (JessieonaJourney.com)

Articles were picked up by 
TheCulturist.com and 
BusinessInsider.com



Thank you!
Any questions?

You can find me at:
@HeckticTravels & 
@HeckticMedia
dalene@heckticmedia.com


